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Swansea is located in the heart of Swansea Bay, one of Wales´ most
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Article Body:
Swansea is located in the heart of Swansea Bay, one of Wales´ most beautiful regions, with lan
Places of interest

Swansea has a diverse array of places to visit. The many attractions found in and around the c
Swansea Bay. This sandy beach stretches out for five full miles and is additionally within wa
Swansea Museum. Over 160 years old, the museum is home to collections of art, ceramics and Eg
The Dylan Thomas Centre. Learn about the famous Welsh poet at this permanent exhibition, whic
Gower Heritage Centre. This rural museum offers something really special ˘ a working, twelfth
Plantasia. You´ll discover this gigantic hothouse right in the centre of Swansea ˘ and be pre
Things to do

When it comes to activities, Swansea has it covered. When you´ve finished shopping ˘ and with
Rainbow Sailing School. Enjoy a taster day and sail around the Gower coast with an experience
Breakout Adventure. If outdoor adventure´s your thing, then choose from a selection including
Clyne Gardens. If you have a love for nature then you´ll enjoy the many delights to be found
The Chocolate Factory. This working factory gives visitors a chance to take a tour and see ho
1940´s Swansea Bay. This recreation provides an authentic experience of life during WWII, and
Food & Drink

If it´s food and drink you´re after, you´ll find that Swansea offers a selection of choice res
Abernethy´s. Located in the Maritime Quarter, this restaurant serves up Welsh dishes as well
Bizzie Lizzie´s Bistro & Restaurant. If you´re looking for traditional Welsh meals then this
Bouchon de Rossi. A restaurant offering plenty of French cuisine, located right in the heart
Eleo´s Brasserie. If you´re a fan of European food then this restaurant is a great place to v
Gallini´s. As a coastal city, Swansea is noted for its fine fish and Gallini´s is the perfect
Hotels & Accommodations

Swansea is a popular tourist destination and there are plenty of places where you can find acc
Leonardos Guest House
Ramada Swansea
Winston Private Hotel
Beaumont Hotel
The Dolphin Hotel
Grosvenor House
The Mirador
The White House Hotel
The Grand Hotel
Best Western Aberavon Beach Hotel

Express By Holiday Inn Swansea
Ramada Encore Swansea Bay
Dragon Hotel
Oxwich Bay Hotel
Entertainment

If you want to be entertained during your stay in Swansea, you´ll discover numerous venues all
Swansea is one of those places that people keep coming back to, time after time. The Welsh Tou
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